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ABSTRACT
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\

St dentS. Access Language and Performance withPeople,,Data,

a a Things in the Formal and Non-Formal Settings of anAlterna-

t v .inner -City Hign Sctipol.

JOSEPH GRANNIS, Teachers college, Columbia University

MARIAN L. SCHWARZ, Teachers College, Columbia University

1ISTAR SCHWAGER, City University of New York

I

'LLOYD R. SHERMAN, The Mount Sinai Hospital, New York City

I This paper repartss on a qualitative /quantitative research

'paradigm designed for application tomork-study and/or other

alternative educatirhal programs which represent combinations

of formal and non-formal education. The research'emoloys

social ecology; task analysis, and sociolinguistics to explore

linkagesOcetween instructional and work settings and to explore

which setting cnaraqeristics evoke he.highest levels ot

student functiOning with things, with data and,witi? people

and the most use of ''access language'. Findings support the

utility of the observation instrument and the efficacy of a

curriculum model that represents an intersection of formal and

non-formal strategies. ."

IntroducttET

4

The proposed paper repdrts on evaluation research conducted
°

for the work study program of an alternative schopl located at

Mount Sinai Hospital in-lieW ,ork City.: The Program, known as

SETH (Secondary Educataxn Through Health), was designed to

develop in inner city high, school'_ entry level academic
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ana work skills- for medical and health careers as well as

an understanding of environmental healtn issues affecting

the .students' own East Harlem community. The program provided

three types of learning settingslecturereciat n classes

in academic subjects, environmental health projects in which

students functioned as field researchers, and job placements

in various working units throughout the hospital.

Objectives 1

The overall objective ot- \the research was to contribute

to a conceptual scheme and to methodology tor documenting tne

quality of both tormal and non-fornial aspects ot alternative

educational programs. More specific objectives were:

1. The development of an observation instrument that

could apply equally to instructional ance;york (formal and non-
...

formal educational) settings, an instrument that could enable
.

the observer to make comparisons and establish linkages between

tnese different4ettirigs and the student benaiqrs found in

tnern. , S'; \
k %

2. To ascertain levels of student perfqrftlance with

things, data, and people`in the
->

different settings,4'.e., 1 vels'
t

of physical, intellectual, and social functioning.. ,I
) ,

3. To measure the e of 'a.Cess languagetalk
,.'

4,",
_used to gain or maintain control a situation--in the different

',settings.

4. To understand better tne communicative patterns -,
O

(codes and registers) required ot participants in various job.

settings and ways in which tnese patterns vary from tnose

required in school settings.

- 2
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/
,To identity conditions that are associated

with higher level performances across settings- -the assumption

being that student enactment of higher leyels of physical,

intellectual and social functioning and their more extensive

use of accessdlanguage maximizes the' learning that is taking

place.

Perspectives

The research reflects social ecology's general concern

with the relationships between physical, cognitive and social

aspects of behavior milieus (Lewin, Barker, Soskin'and John,

Moos); the present investigators' particular concern with wt

or what controls these different aspects of the environment

(Gof.fman, Bernstein, Grannis); occupational, psychology's

concern_with the levels of people, data and things functioning

that are characteri.sticof.different jobs. (Fine); sociolinguistoics'

concern with the effects of different settings on language use

(Gumperz, Hymes); and an.interest in relating all these concerns'

to the environments of the students' educational and vocational

deyelopment.

The point of view reflected here is that students'in late

adolescence have already develOped basic communicative compe-

tencies and skills of functioning with people, data, and things

in various contexts familiar to them and that what is now at

stake in_their education is the articulation of these compe-

tencies with.the.specifiaS of new contexts, in the present

--------t-"-.4 N\
:,

case their adaptation to the particularsof health career
,:: \
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oriented at.:titivies. Methodologically, this gives priority,

to comparing settings to establish which evoke the highest

level student performahces, rather than concentrating on

the gains emphasized in the pre -test /post -test model of.

learning.

Data Sources

4,

A purposive sample of 14 students, stratified with

'res t to gender, ethnicity (BlaCk/Hispanic), entry Metropoli-

tan Reading Test score (above 8.0/below 8.0), and Nowicki-

strickland locus of control score (externals-Aabove 14/internals

below 11), was drawn from the student po ulation of 90.

Data' Collection

Each student was observed for a tal of about 7 observer

hourS in his or her classes and project a d/or placement ach

observation required two ebsery s. One ..server used a Setting

Behavior Inventory (SBI) while t e oth simultaneously emplayecl

a Verbal Behavior Inventory (VBI) Both of these instruments

were developed for this assessment 'pursuant to objective #1

described above.

The SBI recorded over successive five minute intervals

an inventory of the people (schIl or hospital staff, student
, '

peers, and patients or other individuals), data sources, and

things related to a subject's activity; staff's, petits', and

subject's highest levels of functioning with people,data,

and things; the' f4M
o

at for interaction between the subject'

and 'other people in the setting; and the subject's levels

of activation, initiation, -aAd.involvement. These categories
,

refl,ect an amalgamation of categories.from Grann4s' previous
.



research on classroom environments and thesyste0' of -analyzing

levels of people, data, and things functioning developed by

1

Fine for he Dictionary of Occupatioaal Titles to anary2e

virt y all jobs in the e9ohomy. The advantage of Using

the D.O.T. scheme is the pdssibility of making direct

cotparisons between the functioning of students and the'

functioninl.required in or characteristic of different occupaZ

ticns.' This is the first research in secondary school

education to use the D.O.T. system.to examine studento' and

staff's levels of functioning in, both school and work related

contexts.

While verbal-as-well as nonverbal behavior figured in

.thp SBI observation, the VBI examined the verbal behaviors

in much greater detail, recording the goals, task relatedness,

symmetry and participant structure of the verbal interaction

Ets a whole as well as the frequency and direction of 'solicits'

(utteraices exhibiting.ontrol strategies) over five minute

intervals concurrent with the SBI observation:

The'subject wore a wireless microphone and a tape

recording'was thus made of the verbal interaction in the--subject's

vicinity. finally, subjects were debriefed followinTselected

observations. and all subjectS were interviewed about their

experiences in the program at_the conclusion- of the school year.

Interobserier reliability of or higher was obtained

4 for all the variables employed in this researchreport.

Data Analysis

Mean percentages of time variou conditions prevailed

5
4,-

- 5 -
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co-operatively it concrete tasks. Thege optiml staff roles

were open to subjects' soliciting, and were adapted to
5

subjects' competencies and knowledge. This was reflected

in an overlap between the complexity or power of staff's

and subjects' people and data funtioning, and in the medium

intensity of staff activity andthe joint initiation that

characterized the highest levels of subjects' people, data

and things functioning, and subjects' soliciting. Qualitie

of the verbal interaction or verbal context that accompanied

these higher level performances inclUded. partially (as

opposed to highly) task related talk, high rates of peer

participation, and, in settings with greater numbers of peers,

participant sturctales that allowed for multi-stranded conversa-

tions. Low readers solicited much more than high readers, but

did so in the more formal or mixed formal and non-formal

settings and in general appeared to adapt less well to the

comnfunicative requirements of the non-formal settings.

These optimfl conditions for subjects' performances

seemed to represent an intersection of formal and non-formal

educational conditions within settings. More generally, the

program appeared to synthesize'its more formal and non-formal

aspects in such a way as 'to enhance students' performances

and. learning overall. An issue which the hospital placements

usually, but not always, successfully resolved was the potential

conflict between accountability to the students' edugation and

accountability to the unit's standards. This is liKely to be

an issue in other work settings of education. The findings'

warrant further investigation of the complementerity,ot

P4 - 7 7
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different settings in eliciting high level student

performantes,
?

and suggest the possibility of monitoring'a

wide variety of settings to give feedback to program

participants and sponsors.
:
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THE ENVIRONnENTAL HEALTH 7ROGRA21:
DLsC7IPTION ;,::1) OBJECTIVES

ar,

During the 1976-77 school year, 90 students from

two New York City high schools spent their senior year in

the Secondary Education Through Health (SETH) Program at

the Mount Sinai Hospital." All of the student were members

of Black or Hispaniclow-ir:come families. Their average

reading level at the beginning of the year was 8.0. All of

the Students had, evinced some interest in a medical or

environmental health' career priof to their coming to SETH.
/

This report focuses on the, quality of the students'

experience in SETH. In so doing, 'it addresses itself to the

larger question of how one documents and evaluates the

C

experiential aspect of an environmental health curriculum, ands

of environmental d ion programs more (Anerally.

"Experiential-education" engages learners directly

with the referents oftheir learning-objects, people, activi-

ties and problems notr just invented for'teac1ing. 'In an

envi onmental health,profgram, this most obviously includes

conectirrig primary data on pollutants in the community, partic-

ipating with professionals ih laboratory and p'aient'care

settings, and communicating with the,prbduCers, the consumers,

and policy makers involved in'thepeconomicg and politics of

pollution.

STUDENT PROGRAM:

All bf the students 'pursued a science course comprised"

of six environmental health units detIgned by,SETH staff. They

also took regular New York City Board of Educatioh English,

9
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1
. ,mathematics, an social studies courses tart on the hospital

preAmises. These four courses occupied the students, eight half

days a week throughout_the year. In addition, the students

spent two mornings a week in.an environmental placement or

project.
I

.3

The placements involved orking as aides, assistants,

and clerks in a, variety f patient care and reSearch,settings:

Prenatal Care, ERG, Denial Care; Microbiology Lab, Emergency

Room L4b/ Blood Bank, other. sections of the Mount Sinai

complex, and an Environmental Protection Agency office outsid

Mount Sinai. The projects included publication of a bulletin

reportirt on local health hazards, and the productidn of a s

of videotapes on the effects of such pollutants as noise,

asbestos, and lead on the health. of individ And groups'in the.

East Harlem community. Some students were en aged-in a .sing le-`

placem6,nt or prOject for both semesters, while others switched,

from one assignment to the other at midyear. The science 'course;
4

the placements, and the,projeots'wsre all construed as components

of the,EnvirOnmental Health core of the SETH program.

ASSUM?TIONS:.

.4
Like experience, involvement implies "doing" rather than'

just passively observing., Listening and watching may.indeed entail

covert thinking and feeling, and can on occasion Se.highly

involving in this sense. Howevei, experiential educators from

Dewey to Piaget have argued that some sort'of interplay bg,twen

external and internal actions is necessary for th-

of thought and feeling. The gap between abstract ides and

tReir concrete refele'nts, the fact that abstractions have been

-.10 -
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lifted out of contets in which typically many factors are at

. work, and a learner's need to test competencies, ask questions,

express reactions, and obtain feedback in 'real time" sequences;

all are aspects of the argument, for experiential education.

The alienation of many students from purely formal education,

espeCially students like those who came to SETH, is alleged to

stem from the failure to provide opportunities' for them to

operate, in, and on, the contexts their learning refers to.

SETH'S LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Three general categories of objectives for students in

the Environmental Health core of SETH were referred to at

various.pointt in the proposal for 1976-77. These can be

summarized as (1) developing in the students an ability to

apply ecological concepts to environmental health problems,

(2) involving them in sit4ailions where health problems are-

being recognized and met, and (3) developing in thet entry level

skills for medical and environmental health careers. Products

of the students' activity--news bulletins, videotapes, charts,

,essays, tests, and content oriented interviews of the students--

furnish the major evidence bearing on the first of these object.
1

This evidence is discussed in a parallel report (Appendix D).

Observations of the students "in situ", post observ'ation de-

briefings, and a questionnaire to tap students' perceptions of

their science claSses, placements, and projects as.work-study

Oilil
environments, furnish the principa idence of the quality of

the students' involvement in environmental health situations,

and their deyelopment of health career related skills. This is

the evidence presented and analyzed in thi present Section of

the evaluation report.



SETH was not a p7araprof,?.s:3ional training program,

nor would that necessar4ly have been the most valid way to

inteipret its aim to develop entry level skills for mediCal

and health environment careers. On the formal side of their

learning, the students' improvement of reading and writing,

mathematical, scientific, and civic literacy was aimed at

their gaining entry to oost-secondary school educational

programs for health related careers. On the non-formal

side, students would be considered to be "entering" if they,

could be observed actually functioning at higher levels than

simply taking instructions, copying information, or handling

materials in health research and treatment contexts. Tn

other words, if students were using an environmental research

team's categories to classify data, or were manipulating--

physically coordinating various elements of--laboratory equip-

ment to conduct a test on some material, or were adapting to

staff in a division of labor for a concrete task, these

activities would evidence their participating in the intellec-
t

tual, physical, and social Work of the environmental health

settings, and thus' their manifestingtering skills.

EVALUATION FRAMEWORK:

The SETH program evaluation'describes the various program

settings and the students' performances in them

in recent years, as alternative educational programs have

proliferatedincluding a large number of environmental education

programs-- it has become increasingly clear that an assessment of

student performances must be able to specify the conditions under

which the pertinent beha(/iors were observed (Charters and Jones,

1973i.
- 12 -



It is a question of coming to understand ghat settings

evoke students' competencies, and finding out.as precisely as

possible the characteristics of these settings that might be

associated with student performances. One wants to know not

only about the students' functioning, but what the students

have been exposed to in settings where they themselves are

not externally active, yet where. their attention manifests a

' high degree of internal involvement.

Tn short, the environment of the students' behavior
7

must be studied. Con;ruent w_.... its aims for the students

themselves, SET E chose an environmental approach to the assess-
,

ment of the quality of the students' experience in the program.

Adolescent studentsehave already developed skills of

interpersonal relating, data classification, and so on, in

various contexts familiar to them, so that what is at stake

is the further development of these competencies in new con-

texts, in the present case their adaptation to the specifics

of health related careers. What evaluation must examine in

experiential education is not learning thought to take place

simply between the beginning ckf a program when it is not

mani4ested and a later point in time when it is, i.e., the

gains of the conventional pre-test/potest model of learning.

Experiential education postulates that certain settings

more effectively evoke capacities that the students have already

de'veloped: capacities to deal with people, data, and things, that

are not suspected because the students do not display them in

more stereotypical classrooms. Ideally,' A interplay can be

envisioned between the non-formal and the formal aspects of

- 13 -
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prograri such as SETWs. The non-formal engagement of the

students' competencies creates experienCe (experience isA

not independent of action) which formal instruction then

makes more generalizable,.eSpecially through the labeling

of the experience. The formal learning, in turn, renders

more information available in the non-formal settings,

thus generating still more experience. Central to all this

is the control that the students gain 'bver the,conditions

of their/learning and experience. SETH sees the overlap

between the formal and non'-formal, or academic and experiential

as crucial to enhancing the students' control. This overlap

is spoken to again in the section'that follows.

SETTINGS LN SETH:

The SETH program included settings that were formal,

non - formal, and mixed formal and non-formal, i.e., different.

combinations of didactic and experiential. These settings

are schematized in the following way:

1GENERAL EDUCATION' 1 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH EDUCATION

English
MathematicS Science Course Projects Placements
Social Studies

)FORMAL SETTINGS NOIN-FORMAL SETTINGS

English, mathematics, social studies, and science were

all pursued in classroom, settings where there was a "teacher",

an individual whose priiicipal'role was teaching, and where the

verb.al expository preportion oftthe ,activity was presumed to
%

be xelatively high.

ti - -
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Placements entailed the students' participating in

out-of-classroom settings where there was typically no one

whose principal role was teaching, and wheie the verbal

expository proportion of the activity was presumed to be

relatively low. ("Presumed" refers here to the'usual

assumptions about formal and non-formal settingS; see

Scribner and Cole, 1973: These .assumptions will be checked

in the data analysis below.) Pro:ects involved students'in'

the observation and analysis of health environments outside

the classroom, but were conducted at least half of the time

in classrooms, and were led by SETH teaching staff. Thus theya
X

might .be expected to have manifested a mix of formal and

non-formal characteristics. in addition to more verbal formula-

tion in the formal setting; these characteistics includes more

"why" questions and explanations and less connection between

language and action. The non-formal setting is characterized

by more learning associated'with using a tool or scheme to

accomplish some'immediate purpose, rather than learning something

to accomplish a future purpose; more learning by observation

and imitation and more learning through identification and

cooperation with those who have skills in the non-formal

setting. (Scribner and Cole, 1973.)
it

To make judgments' about students' and staff's performances

' in the different program Settings, SETH used an adaptation of the

system for analyzing levels of data, things,'and people, functioning

* Scribner, SylviA And iAichael Colo% Cognitive consenuences of formal and
informal education. Science, 1924,1973, 553-559.

15 ,:17
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that is employed in the United States Employment Service's

Dictionary of Occupational Titles*. (D.O.T. is used to analyze

virtually all jobs in the economy.)

The idea of "levels" here 4,4a hierarchical 0,1-e. Skills

at one level of functioning aresidered to be more compre-

hensive or complex than those at a lower,level, and thus generally

subsume those at lower levels, as, for example, the intellectual

skills of analysis subsume those of sheer information retrieval

and comparison.

The potential advantages of using the D.O.T. se,eeme are

immediately' evident. Instead of relying soley on more general

or anecdotal testimony that students were involved and useful

in the work settings, one can ask precisely what levels of

staff functioning students are observing and coordinating with,

and what 1 hey themselves are functioning on.

Thi. § use of the D.O.T. scheme links environmental

education with career education by analyzing the environments
1

and activities of the students' edication in career orien\ted

terms. SETH is the 'first project in secondary school education

to use the D.O.T ,system to examine students' and staff's

levels of functio ing in both school and work related conte.ts.

* Washington: U. S Department of Lebo*
U. S. Employment\Service
Dictionar of Occlipational Titles. (2'vols.,3rd ed.; 1965.)
See also Fine and Wiley, 1971.

\- 16
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, SETH. supplemented the D.O.T. scheme with an analysis
. t

of ver4,41 soliciting behavior of students and staff in the

various program settings. Verbal soliciting behaviors are all

those verb!, behaviors that call for a response from an addressee,

i.e. questions, requests, ddhands, suggestions, contradictions,

and so forth -- in sum, verbal behaviors that call for a
o

response from the addressee.

Students' questioning had been identified by SETH staff

as a particularly imoortant learning behavior that they wanted to-

foster. A member of the evaluation unit, Schwarz, who had been

a teacher with SETH in a previous year, had oriented to verbal

soliciting more generally as crucial for the students gaining

access to new information and situations. Schwarz views verbal

soliciting as being greatly influenced by language context, 1.e,

the setting conditions for language behavior. .

Higher rates of students' soliciting related to health

environment topics or activities, together with higher levels

of students' data, people, and things functioning in health

environment contexts, were defined as the principal student

behaviroal objectives of the SETH Environmental Health Program.

Irtwolvement, a measure of the intensity of a subject's attention

/."arousal to a task, was also included in the behavioral'

objectives for subjectS.

PROCEDURES:

The evaluation unit developed a detailed observation

scheme to explore abroad range of setting leatures along, witia
F, :,

students' levels of functioning and verbal soliciting. Both

the number of subjects and the number of observation hours were

- 17 - 19
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limitedin order to, make possible this breadth, altd to allow

time for th'e,anlysis that the data lent itself to

Early, in the Fall semester, a purpos3,ve sample of 14t.
4

subjects was selected for observationd case st.tia,:y: Students'

ethnicity:gender, Metropolitan Act?i,evement Test reading -score,

and Nowicki - Strickland, locus oiloCOntrol scor, were used to.
set up categories. The Nowicki-Strickland instrument determines

the extent to which an individual perceives that can

influencA the outcome of valuedevents in life,(like having

friends and doing well in school) as opposed to those being

determined by fate or' forces beyond one's control (referred to

as externality in this study). Perceived locus of control.has

been shown in other research to porrelate with many other

attributes of individuals, particularly educational and occupa-

tional aspiration and achievement. This variable was controlled

for in the present research. Other variables controlled

for were ethnicity, gender, and reading score, which Speak for

themselves as potentially important variables among students.

Fourteen subjects were randomly drawn from the categories

formed with these variables. The subjects were distributed as

follows:

TABLE 1

Distribution of Observation Subjects

Black Hisp"anic.

Male Female Male Female

High reading,
high external 1 1

High reading,
low external 1 1

Low reading,
high external 1 1

Low reading,
low external 1 1

-

0

1

1

0

1

1

1



There were no male Hisp,,11c students who were low,C

both reading and externality, and no female Hispanic students

ugh on both reading and externality, at the time of selecting

the sample.

DESIGN:

Since each student was being observed in various

settings, each student his or her own control,.for the

purpose of comparions of student behavior in different settings.

comparisonsbetween high and law reading, male and female

students, etc., an also be made, though ,tAley have ben constrained

by not having students of every trait combination in Table 1.

Each of the 14 subjects was observed individually in

both class and placement and/or project settings, during-he

Fall and the Spring semesters for an average total of about 7

observer hours per subject. In addition, a variety of informal

observations were conducted in the different,settings, and

subject was interviewed bofh formally and informally at various

times.

VIE OBSERVATION INSTRUMENT:

Two system's ofobservation were used - each system and

observation required its observer. One observer used a

Setting and Behavior frvientory (SBI) while the other simultaneously

emplojed a Verbal Behavior-Instrument (VBI). These instruments,

both of Which were developed for this assessment, have been

described iiva previous report. (SETH Evaluation Unit First

, Progress Report, 1,977.) In general, the SBI recorded at

successive five minute intervals an inventory of the people
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(school or hospital st.aff,, St..ut1L2ut:, pcers'; and patients 'or

4oth - individuals), data sources,sand things' related to a sub-
s

sect s activity; staff's, peers!, and'subject's highest leveIs

of functioning with people, data,'and ,things; the format for

,interaction between the subject. and othert,people in they setting;

and the subject's level of activation, initiation, and ;'!nvolVeInt.

While verbal as well as nonverbal behavior figured in the

SDI observation, the VDI examined the verbal behavior much

greater detail; recording the goals and task relatedness of

this behavior, and the frequency and direction of Solicits

(verbal utterances seeking a response) and responses, over

five Minute intervals concurrent with the SBI observation.

The two observers also made informal notes on the seitings and

-behavior.* The subject wore a wireless microphone, and a

tape recording wi's thus made of the verbal interaction in the

subject's vicinlity. Finally, subjects were debriefed following

select-dd bbservation,s, and all subjects were interviewed about

their classes, projects and/or placements, at'the conclusion of

the school year.

An.interobserver reliability of at least .70 was

=(--/--
obtained for each of the observation variables in the foc rm in

which they are presented in this report. A number of the

i/variables have been cond'Snsed from.finer discriminatiOns

order to obtain this reliability, and for greater economy of

reporting.

The fact that the observers followed individual subjects

fOr periods of time varying between 15 Minutes and an-hour,and

a half means that, various speci,fic observations were. likely to

6
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be repeated from one :Ivo minute interval to another. For

example, if staff was loading a discussion during a given 5

minute interval, and sub3ect.was listening but not speaking

or taking notes during this time, there was a certain likeli-

hood that staff continued to lead a discussion during the

ensuing 5 minutes, and, if not with the same probability,

that subject continued simply to listen. This'inter-dependence

of the observa4ons from one 5 minute interval to another

within an observation session for a given subjeCt violates

the assumption of non-interdeperidence made by most statistical

tests of significance. It is possible to locate these so-called

Markov chains of sequentially interdependent observations, and

to test the 3ignif,icance of transformations of the data. However,

this procedure wad judged to be tooelZbtrate for the present

study. would have higher payoff for-a subsequent study that

first of all.modified its categories and sampling procedures

in accordance with the most obvious things learned from this

present exp4.oratory study. This will be discussed further in

a concluding section., The findings of the present report will

4,presented as percentages and cross - tabular trends, with.no
N4

attempt to ascertain their statistical significance.
0

t
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Cox.parison of the General EduciiLLon and ,health EnvironmentScttinas.

The strategy of this fir'stanalysis is to use,the

General Education classes -- English, mathematics, and social

studies -- as relatively familiar baselines from which to judge

the properties of the'Health
Envirlittlent'settiygs and the

performance of subjects observed in them.

The SETH English, mathematics, and social studies were

carefully planned courses in which the degree of students'

involvement generally appeared to be higher than one has come"

to expect in inner-city classrooms. In their end-of-yd'ar class

ratigs, the'subjects rated these courses in mos ly positive

General Education courses, then, are not straw men
ter

or this comparison.

Table 2 summarizes the proportions of time'the subjects

were observed, under varei.ous conditions in the General Education

and Health Environment settinp,of SETH, and the proportions

of time the subjects manifested various behaviors in these

settings: The long table is easily read and can be

approached as an abstract of these first findings, fbr each

variable, for' e.ample School or Hospital Staff Presence, the

percentages add up to 100% within each of the four categories

of settings included, the General Education classes, the

Enyiropmental Science classes, Health Environment Projects,

and Hospital or Agency Placements. Thus subjects were observed

in General Education settings.without peers 1% of the total time

observed in the General Edution-classes, 12% of the time with

'2 -
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1 to 5 peers present, 17% with 6 .to 10 peers present, and

Z/ 70%'ith 11 or more peers present.: This means that the )
A

subjects-virtually never were observed in isolation from

15

)

.. ,

other students in the General Educatidn classes, though

they were found in small or medium size groups some of the

time. With respect to the question of what interaction

formats were employed in the.General Education classes,

the 100% of time that subjects were observed in these

classes breaks down into 10% lecture or demonstration

formatsi, 57% discussion, 32% supervised task, and 1%

uhsupervised task.

c.

c

1.

Ir,

I
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TABLE 2

Proportions of time subjects were observed un4er various
conditions in each SETH,Program component.

. \ I

(24 intervals of observation GEN.ED. HEALTH ENVIRONMENT
in special settings are omitted to

from this table but included in Gen.Ed. Edv.Sc.
subsequent cross tabulations.) Classes Classes project Placement

3%; .

..

`Total number of 5 minute
intervals observed. 145

SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT

A. Level .of. staff activity
in relatibn to subjept
over/5 minute intervals.

72 105 210

0., Not prevnt in sub- /

ject's.ficinity. 12% 6%
1. Present, but. not

active with S. 11% 7%
2. Active with S part

of 5 minutes 30% 18%
3. Active with S most

of 5 minutes 47% 69%

B. 'Peers present with
subject

0. No peers in setting
1. 1-5 present
2. 6-10 present
3. 11+ present

-..,

1%
12%
17%
70%

'

C. Interaction format
.

1. Lecture/demonstration 10%
2. Discussion 57%
3. Task supervised by or

co-operative with staff 32%
4. Task independent ofc\\

staff 14
.

D. Staff people functions

0. No staff relation-
ship to subject mani-

,

,

. fest 3% ,'

1. Instructing, conducting
recitation 56%

2. Supervising, moaera-
ting discussion 34%

,3. Consulting or lower
power function 7%

- 24 7 0040

0%
0%

35%
65%

7% 27%
, ..

5% 6%

' 34% 16%

54% 51%

,-

0% 74%
55% 23%
39% 1% .

6% 0%,

.

4% 1% 19%
76% - 19% . 4I

20% 65% lip

0% 15% 34%

-

0% 10% 34%

54%

46%

0%

/

/ 46% ,16%

/
/ 14 25%

///
.

30% 25%
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E. Subject people functions

0. No relationship to
people manifest

1.' Taking instructions,
helping

2. Exchanging informa-
tion
Serving or, higher
power nction

E. Initiation, direction
of ocigoing activity

1. Others initiate only 61%
2. Subject and staff

w/w.o. peers. .2'6%
3. Subject and peers

only 8%
Subject only 5%

Subject activity level
over 5 mins.

0. Off task 7%
1. Observing only, 26%
2. Overtly active part

of time . 50%
3. Overtly active most

of time =- 17%

G.

GEN.ED HEALTH ENVIRONMENT

Gen.hd. Env.Sc.
Classes Classes

H. Intensity of subject's
attention'or arousal
to task,

, i "......
0. Off task 8% 0%
1. Low 24% 21%
2. Medium 52% 54
3. High -* t 17%

.------
.

INTELLECTUAL ENVIONMEn_

0%

55%

32%

13t

#54%

32%

0%
14%

0%
40%

44%

17%

I

-4,-
I. Ilse of symbolically

encoded data

O.' Not used in setting 7% 8%
1.* In use in .setting 93% 92%.

Project Placement

10% 24%

18% 31%

31% . 18%

41% 27%

32% 30V

50%- 32%

18% ' 8%
0% ,30%

0% 1%
,13% 141

54% 32%

33%

a

54%

0
.

1%
14% EA
33% 40%
53% 51%

lj

18% 24%
$2% 76% /

.
,

\

- 25 2
\
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,GEN.ED. HEALTH ENVIRONMENT

Gen.Ed. Env.Sc.
Classes Classes Project 'Placement

J. Task novelty
...

1. Familiar situation
and information 5% 40% 7% '20%

2. Familiar situation;
new information 88% 42% 67% 61%

3. New situation,
familiar information 1% 10% 2% 1%

4. New situation and
information

K. Staff data functions/

6% 8% 25%, 18%

0. Staff not i setting 12% 6% 7% 27%
, .

1. Data func ons not
manifest 10% 1% . 12% 10%

----,....

2. w data unction
evel /,' 18% 51% 9% 20%

3. Medium levels 4J.% 39% stp% 27%
.4 . 'gh le els 19% 0% 22% 17%

L. Peer data functions

0. Pee tei,n: .

settlffg: '. 1% 0% 0% p74%
14- Data fuMtkons not ..10%A.

manifest I. 26% . 4% 5% 10%
2. Low data futhtioff

:.
1level,. 13% 68% 7% 10%

4. 3. 144"djm levels ' 55% 26% 71% 4%
4-'?eigh levels 6% 1% 17% 1%

M. Subject data functions

al. Data: fupctions n
manifest 27% 10% 8%' 25%

. 2. Low data function
level 26% ' 63% 12A 32%

3. Medium levels 44% 2S% 66% ' 39%
',.. 4. High levels 3% 0% 14% 4%

a

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT--

N. pulative objects
her thaii
writing materials)

used in setting

0. lot used in setting 95% 100% 26%.
1.' Used in setting . '5% 0% 74%

(
- 26 -
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.0. Staff, thing functions

0. Staff not using
things

1.' Low
2. High

P. Peer things functions

0. Peers not using
things

1. Low .

2. qigh

Q. Subject things functions

0. Subject not using
things

1. .Low
2. High

R.. Talk continuousness

0. Silence
1. Sporadic talk'
2. Continuous talk

S. Talk task relevance

0. Silence
1. High
2. Partial-
3. Unrelated

1

GEN.ED. HEALTH ENVIRONMENT

Gen,Ed. Env.Sdv
Classes Classes

96% 100%
1% 0%
3% 0%

97% 100%
3% 0%
0% 0%

95% 1013%
5% 0%
0% 0%'

VERBAL ENVIRONMENT

T. % of peer participation

0. Setting silence
1. 0 - 10%
2. 11 - 50%
3. 51 - 100%

1% 1%
20% 10%
79% 89%

'1% 1%
78% 96%
17% 3%
4% 0%

1% 1%
35% 26%"
38% 57%
26% 15%

272

Project Placement

49% 45%
0% 12%

51% 43%

30t, 87%
11% 13%

.59% 0%

41% 26%
33% 51%
26% 23%

3% 16%
45% 52%
52% 31%

3% 16%
58% 76%
31% 4%
8% 3%

3% 161
14% 65%
32% 7%
51% 12%
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GEN.ED. HEALTH ENVIRONMENT

Gen.Ed. Env.Sc.
'Classes Classes Project Placement

U. Goal of Talk*

0. Silence 1% 1% 3% l%
1. Assist manipulation

of object 0% 47% 40%
2. Explain, demonstrate 613111. 89% 27% 40%
.3. Theoretical 42%' 36% 23% 23'%
4/.' Future .or past

performance 28% 17% 22% 19%
5. Not related to

task- 14% 1% 12% 9%
6.' LAffect 6% 3%, 10% 4%

V. Subject's rate of
Soliciting

0. None in 5 minute
interval 50% 49% 17% 46%

1. 1 - 3 32% 29% 46% 37% ''
2. 4 - 6 y 10% 14% 18% , 9%
3. 7+ 8% 8% 19% .9%

* More than one goal of talk could be noted during a fl..
minute interval, and thus the column percentagesadd to more..
than 100%.

- 2.8 39
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FaMiliar

Mixed

New

SUBJECT'S RATE OF SOLICITING-

None 1-3 4-6 7+

A- -; .0s," 47'

59
67.8
25.3

25
28.7
12.5

2
2.3
2.0

1

1.1
1.8

. .

152 128 48 51
40.1 33.8 12.7 13.4
65.3 64.0 72.8 89.4

22 47 16 5

24.4 52.2 17.8 5.6
9.4 23.5 24.2 8.8

233 200 66 57
41.9 36.0 _11.9 10.2

TABLE 3

Rate of subject's soliciting by novelty of

the situation and information.

- 29

87
15.6

379
68.2

90
16.2

556
100.0



None

Low

High

. SUBJECT'S RATE OF'SOLICITING

None 1-3 4-6°

152
47.1,
65.2

104
32.2
52.0.

37
11.5
56.1

30
9.3
52.6

61 65 17 14
38.9 41.4 10.8 8.9
26.2 32.5 25.8 24.6

20 31 12 13
26.3 40;8 15.8 17.1
8.6 15.5 .18.2 22.8

233 200 66 57
41.9 36.0 11.9 10.3

TABLE 4

Rate of subjectsoliciting

by subject's things functioning.

- 30 -

3 c'

7

323

58.1

157.

28.2

76

13.7

1

556
100.0'
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SettingSilence

Highly Related
Talk

E-4

0

Partially
Related Talk

Unrelated Talk

r

SUBJECT'SSOLICITING RATE

No 1-3
Solicits ' Solicits

4-6
Solicits

7+
Solicits

40
100.0
17.2

0

0.0
0.0

,

0

0.0
0.0

0

0.0
0.0

164 171 54 37
38.5* .. 40.1 ,12.7 8.7
70.4 85.5 81.8 64.9

17 21 12 19
24.6 30.4 17.4 27.5
7.3 10.5 18.2' 33.3

12 8 0 1
57.1 38.1 0.0 4.8

*. 5.2 4.0 0.0 1.8

e

233 20,0

41.9 , 35.9
66 57
11.9 10.3

TABLE 5

Rate of subject's soliciting by
relationship of .talk t task.

40

7.2,

426

76.6

69

12.4

21,

3.. 8

556
100.0



Low

High

SUBJECT'S RATE OF SOLICITING

None 1-3 4-6 7+

108
36.4
46.4

1-, 13

.

38.0
56.5

42
14.1
63.6

34.-

11.4'
59.6 ,

125 87 24 23
48.3 33.,6 9.3 8.9
53.6 43..5 36.4 f 40.4

233 200 66 57
41.9 36.0 11.9 10.3

TABLE 6

Subject's rate of soliciting

by subject's reading level.

- 32 -
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297
53.4

259

46.6

556
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SUBJECT'S LEVEL OF THINGS FUNCTIONING.

ti Nene

Subject Alone

>4

Subject With
Peer(s)

U

c.) Subject With
Staff

m

0

0
Other Alone

Low Hi h
i

31
38.8
9.6

42
52.5
26.8

7

8.8
9.2

23 8 19
46.0 16,0 38.0
7.1 5.1 25.0

.

97 42 42 ,

53.6 23:2 23..2

30.0 26.8 55.3

172 -65 8

70.2 26.5 3.3
53.3 41.4 10.5

323 157 76
58.1 28.2 13.7

TABLE 7'.

Initiation of subject's activity'

by subject's level of things

functioning.

- 33 -
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I

80

14.4

50

9.0

181
32.6

245
44.1

556
100.0



.a

Absent

Low

'Med

High

SUBJECT'S LEVEL; OF DATA
FUNCTIONING

Not Manifest
Or Low

Medium
Or High '

46 40
53.5 46.5
16.D 14.9

23 15
60.5
8.0

.1

'39.5
5.6-

40

31.0
13.9

89
69.0
33.2

179
59.1
62.2

124
40.9
46.3

288
-51.8

268
48.2

86
15.5

38
6.8

129
23.2

303
54.5

,556
100.0

TABLE 8

Subject's level of daVirfunctionini

by staff activity level.

.r

- 34 -
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H
Z0
H

04

=
4441

0044 440
as
>wF
a1=-1

cla

cn

. ".

Not
Applicable

Low

Medium

High

*-SUBJECT'S'LEVEL OF DATA FUNCTIONING

Not
Manifest Low Medium Hicrh

'11

16.2
9.0

27 '29

39.7 42.6
16.3 12.0

1

1.5
3.-7

58 72 54 2

31.2 38.7 29.0 1.1
47.5 43.4 22.4 7.4

,
.

.
,

- ,

38 42 99 11
20.0 , 22.1 52.1 5.8
31.1 25.3 41.1 40.7

15 25 59 13
13.4 22.3 52.7 11.6
12.3 15.1 24.5 48.1

122 166 241 27
22.0 30. 43. 5

TABLE 9

Subject's evel of data fu,tioni,ng

by subject s tionirig

with people.

a

1

68
12'.2

186

33.5

190

34.2

112

20.1

556
100
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;, Overall the data shoed tnat the subjects were not
,

passive onlookers in projects and placements, but tended'to

be actively engaged in tasks in these settings, more independently

in the placements than in the projects. Environmental Science

resembled the Geheral Education classes in, being conducted
c

modally in large group discussions, but with at least a moderate

participation rate. Star in'projects and placements functioned

at lower levels of power than staff in classes, in relation to

subjects. Conversely, subjects in projects and placeme ts .

functioned with people -- staff, patienti, and peers-- at

somewhat higher levels of power and complexity than they did in

classes. Subjects participated more in the initiation of ongoing

activity in projects and placements than in classes. It can be

concluded that the projects and placements did have more of the

co-operation that is attributed to non- formal educational

settings. It could also be said that the social environments

of the differeht settings of the program complemented each

other,and that between them the students experienced and

participated in a range of roles.

ZUMAARY OFJNTA FUNCTIONING OBSERVATIONS L

In general, the subjects' levels of data funziOning

appear to have been higher-than the level that has most

frequently been attributed to students in ,conventional class-

rooms when Bloom's Taxonomy has been Add to analyze levels

of cognitive functioning, sheer knowledge retrieval or recall.

The one exception to this is the Environmental Science classes,
°

Where, once again, the observations disproportionately

represented test related activity, and underrepresented higher

level data functioning that was often observed in informal
.

.visits to these classrooms, That the subjects.' data functioning

was so nearly comparable in the General Education classrooms .

and in placements is intriguing. Most of this functioning in

- 36 - aetc1,-)
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placements took place in concrto tasks fd )t,

he than-in

didactic discussion, and nearly half of _these tasks were

unsupervised. What difference the supervision made will be

taken up later. The exceptionally hi4h levels'of subjects'

and staff's data functidning in projects points to the

E\Issible effects of combining didactic and experiential,

aspects of activity. The high level of,data functioning in

the SETH settings overall,, ekcepting the test sessions in

Enviro9ental Science classes, might be evidence that the

formal and non-formal aspects of the program did reinforce

one another as the program model projected. Lis cannot

really be known without other settings for co parison. In

any case, the substantial overlap between subjects' and

staff's data functioning in both projects and placements

implies that the subjects, and thus the students of whom

they were a sample, were indeed exhibiting entry level

cognitive skillz for health envtronment careers. In the

most literal sense, they entered into the data work of the

project and placement tasks.

1:1ANIPULATiVES IN THE ErrIRON'iENT,

Manipulative things other than writing materials --

simple objects like test tubes and bed sheets, and complex

tools or machines like a microscope or video camera and

recorder - -were rarely observed in use in the General

Education classes, nevdr were observed in the Erivironmental

Science classes, but were observed being used three quarters
opo

of the time in both the projects and the placements.

- 37 -
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When staff used objects, the.level of their functioning

with (these.) things tended to l relatively high. This means

that they were more often observed manipulating, operating

controlling, and so on through setting up, the highest leveir-

of the; D.O.T. job things functions analysis scheme, and-less
_-

a

often just handling or tending things. Manipulating or

operating video equipment, a microscope, a centrifuge, and

tooth extracting equipment, were examples of this higher level
_

.-------

things ;unctioning. Student peers were infrequently present

in placements, but, in projects the modal level of things

functioning that was observed forpeer was also manipulatin4

or higher, on tho e occasions uhen obj cts w re in use.

Subjects themselves worked with things slightly more

than half tyre time in projects, and three quarters of the

time in placements, in both cases at low levels of things

functioning more frequently than-at high levels. While

subjects did operate video and laboratory equipment approximately

a qtarter of the time 2150th-in projects and in placements, they

were moreoften observed in actions like holding a mirror or

a suctioning tube for 'a dertist, placing x-ray plates ih a

developing cabinet and later removing and4posting the plates,

holding a microphone during an interview, and so forth. As

these examples illustrate, however, even the lower level things

functioning tended to be central to eiot action in the subjects'

getting.

The-projects andplacermaits clearly represented more"-

of a "hands on" eXperience- for the SETH students. That-



s

physical objects were involved 4n project and placement

activity most of the time is. .n line with the charActeriza-,

tion of these as non-formal settings, and raises questions

about the' interaction between things presence and other

features of the settings, for example the uses of language

and the levels of daEl functioning in,these settings.

DISTRIBUTION Or SOLICIT AND RESPONSE RATES
ACROSS THE FOUR PROGRAM COMPONENTS

Soliciting is the major focus of.t. e project's

research on SETH students' verbal output'. The working

assumption 'has been that the wore soliciting a student

does, the morn control that student gains over the content

and structure of his learning setting. Increased control

is viewed as commensurate with a greater potential that

the student will learn from the setting._-

Itudies of,student verbal performance in traditional

classrooms have revealed a preponderance of student respond-

ing over student soliciting. Studies, of minority students'

. verbal output,in schools have indicated that these students,

-because of different language competencies, very often

require other than traditional educational settings to

become verbally engaged with curriculum materials at all.

This section of the report presents the quantity of solic-

iting and responding, SETH students, performed program-wide

and how those quantities were distributed over th& program's

foOr components.

It is noted that 'rate'

of the number of solicits made

0
of soliciting is a measure

by the subject per five minute

observation segment and says .,,.thing aboUt the quality,

LIaddressee or topic of the soliciting.

" 41
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Program-wide: On. program -wide,

f

is: there is more

time spent in soliciting than in not soliciting; 58% vs. 42%.

However, the segments with a lower rate of soliciting (1-3)

exceed those with a moderate rate (4-6) which in turn exceed'

those with a high rate (7 +). The percentages are respectively,

37%, 12% and 10%. Thus the modal rate for SETH students is

.between one and three solicits every five minutes.

The picture for responding is important in that it

shows less responding than Soliciting -- there are more

segments with no responses than there are with no solicits

and fewer of the segments have moderate or high rates of

respons7s than have moderate or high rates of solicits.

4,

.

Int ra-program differences: The environmental science -,

setting of the lour components of the program are most

conducive to soliciting. Table shows that the environmental

science settings contain the loWest proportion of segments

with no soliciting and the highest proportion of segments

with higher rates of soliciting. Both the environmental

science project component and the environmental science

\\
classes have higher rate's of soliciting at the 4-6 rate

F

than the general education classes. It seems ghat the

environmental science curriculum taught in both the

traditional recitation format and the more experiential

format of the projects are activating relatively high.rates

of soliciting.

\
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What properties pf the SETH settings were associated

with subjects' greater involvement, higher levels of people,

data and things functioning, and more frequent soliciting?

Answer to ciis question would clearly be useful for.the

design and modification of environmental education programs.

They would further understanding of experiential education

more generally.

It must be stated again that theadata does not

readily-lend itself to tests of significance. At thesame

time, it has been examined cautiously. Relationships, for

example between subjects' data functioning and the level

of activity of staff, will be presented here as stronger

when they have been found to be associated in a given

direction across classes, projects, and placements alike.

Where a relationship is. not as clearcut as this, but a

meaningful pattern can still be discerned, it will be

presented as such.

rr
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The simplest, most general conclusion is that

subjects functioned at their highest levels when staff

alternated between didactic and enactive roles, in

supervising, or engaging students co-operatively in.,

operational tasks. These optimal staff roles were open

to subjects' soliciting, and were adapted to students'

competepcies and knowledge. This was reflected in the

overlap between staff and student people, data, and things

(7 ofunctioning, in the medium intensity of staff activity and

the joint initiation that characterized the highest levels

of both solicitirig and functioning, and in the association

of students' soliciting with "partially related talk,"

i.e., talk that was an accommodation between the main goal

of an activity and students' information and interests.

The obverse of this is that students too played a

part in producing higher levels of functidning, by their

making the accommodations that resulted in partiarly,related

talk, and by their verbal soliciting, especially in the

placements where staff might have been less likely, at least

in their official roles, to exploit the learning opportunities

for the students.

Things were indeed present more in projects and place-L

ments than in classrooms, but their presence did not have

(44
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consistent relationships with subjects' soliciting or

data functioning. Students' familiarity with these .

things or with the results they produced varied between

placements, with variations in soliciting and

data functioning accordingly. Things did enter into a

larger-pattern: the importance of operatives --people,

data, or things that could be functioned with. to yield

meaningful results, or results with feedback --win sustaining

studentr tivity during ,time intervals when staff were

not present to supervise.or respond to students. - The combina-

tion of medium intensity staff activity and the presence

of operativecbccurred most often in projects, and suggests

an interpretation for, the particularly high levels of

student performance observed in projects, the intersect

between formal andinntormal education that was diagraid

in the' first section ot this report. It must be stressed,

however, that this optimal combination was observed at

times in the classes as well, and most of the time that-

staff were present in the placements.

Not only were physical objects used almost as

much in projects as in placements, but talk continuousness

in prbjects was intermediate between classes and placements.

This conforms further to the expectation that projects

would combine the properties of formal and non-forma set-

stings. A questioh is raised, however, by the fact that
e

the goal of talk was categorized as "theoretical" for the

45
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salt proportion of time, 23%, Ln the projects. and plaCe-

ments, while it was theoretical 402 of the time in classes.

Should not projects have been intermediate between classes

and placements in this important respect, i.e., would not

teachers (the project staff) have capitalized on the

theoretical implications of the tasks more often than

hospital staff?

Of course,since talk continuousness was fonsiderably

higher An projects than-in placements, the actual amount of

theoretical talk was proportionally higher. Another side

'to the question, however, is that theoretical talk may have

ocicurrecUmore often in the students' placements than the

cohcept non-formal had led these investigators to expect.

Perhaps especially because Mount Sijai is a teaching hospital,

there were frequently theoretical discussions among staff

in the presence of students/ for eimple when a supervising

dental surgeon discussed with a deritise in training an opera-

tion in which a SETH subject was assisting. Further, on

several occasions the observers noticed hospital staff

stepping up the teaching role aftwthe first 10 minutes or

so of 'an observation, or during a lull in the activities of

the placement. This suggested an unintended effect of the

observation procedure, the communication to hospital staff.

that they were novaccountable for both their medical prac-

tice and the students' education. This was, however,'a
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matter of degree rather than oc kind. There were various

evidences that mostkof the placements had been carefully

selectOand managed to be optimally productive for students.

4 Again, the students' own questioning, together with staff's

openness_to it, contributed to the placements' educational

value. Finally, a few placements actually created tasks

for the students, for example-, learning to recognize different

batteria with an electronic microscope, rather than relegate

the students to assignments that were too passive, repceti.teive,-__.

or undemanding.

The major issue in plicement -- indeed, seems to be

the potential conflict between accountability to the students

and accountability to the unit's standards. In the clear

majority of cases observed at Moulit Sinai, a good accoffimoda-.

tion appeared to have been reached. There were some cases,

.

however, where the match seemed lels than 4atisfactory. In

x-ray, for example, a subject spent most of the time during \,

the observation following.the technician around, watching ,

the technician's positioning the patients and operating the

machine, later listening to staff discussion's of x-rays as

they were posted, but only being asked, or allowed, tointert

the plates in a developing cabinet and later remove. them for
°

posting (technicians inside the cabinet did the actual.

developing) . It seemed -to thebeservers that either the

assignment should be designed to incorporate, the subject

more in the unit's. activities, or, if this could not be done

Alp
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without compromising the stan,-irds of the unit, then a

different placement should be found. The subject, however,

reported that He learned much Just from observing in this

placement, and in fact was influenced by it to choose an

,x-ray technician's career. Would it have been still more

valuable if, like most of the placements, and likethe

projects, the x-ray placement had 'been' more of a hands-on

experience? The question is unanswerable without a more

extensive, especially a longitudianal, study. Ali of the

basic indices in the present study, however -- involvement,

levels of people, data and things functioning, and soliciting --

point to the. value of combining the didactic and the active

experiential components of the'learning environment. At

the least,'it can be asserted that the projects, and in

most cases the placements, promoted the, behaviors that the

SETH Environmental Health Program stipulated would evidence

students' involvement in situations where health problems

were being dealt with, and their developing entry level

skills for medical and environmental health careers. A

larger possibility, which further research will have to

pursue, is that SETH enhanced the general quality of its

students education, especially their learning about learning,

throur the interplay of its formal and non-formal settings.

4
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INTERVIEMS WITI1 ::TUDENTS
4

The evaluation unit postulated that a student's

perception of his environment would have a bearing on the

subject's behavior and learning in each tting of the

environment. It was decided that the most flexible and

valid means of obtaining information about student percep-

tion of the environment would be to conduct a structured

interview with,each student. Therefore, an interview

protocol was developed in which the major focus was to
. ?

investigate how subjects perceived learning to b& facili-'

fated in the general education and environmental health

classes, the projects and the placements and how students

viewed their own behavior in each setting. The interview

o

protocol was based on some of the primary variableS in

ethe'SBI and VBI; specifically subject perception of'his.
,

.

own data, thing and people functions and his own initiating

and soliciting behavior in each setting. Subjects were

also asked to evaluate the SETH Program's experiential
.

,

approach to education and to discuss the influence of the

program on their formation of career goals. Furthermore,

the-interview focused on student perception of the entry,

level skills they would need and SETH's role in helping

students acquire entry level skills. The tape-recorded

interviews averaged approximately 30 minutes in-lehgth

and were conducted by members of the evaluation unit at

the end of the evaluation period.

---
..,
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Interviews with subjects provided the evaluation unit

with student evaluations of their learning environments and

with a context in which to interoret observation data. The

self-report data provided by the structured interview enriched

and often substantiated the observation dat.

The evaluation unit found that students were'interec atedlk,
t

in discussing their learning environments and appeared to

enjoy the opportunity to consider educational issues which

they had not previously considered. One conclusion which'

can bedrawn from the interviews'is that educational program

should provide students with more opportunities to discuss

their own educational experiences and their perceptions of

the educational process.

-Another discovery made from the interviews was that
.

students apply different criteria in evaluating elassroow

settings than they do in evaluating work settings. 'In the

work setting subjects favored an experiential, activity-

oriented, non-formal approach to learning. In the classroom

subjects preferred a more traditional, teacher-diredted,

formal approach. The eval&ation unit would suggest that in

opening a dialogue with'students about the educational

/
process, particular att'ention.be drawn to the relationship

betwen formal and non-formal education and the value of

each. Through such a dialogue 'students might become more

tolerant of nor- traditional approaches, might view their

educations in a larger context, and would hopefully become

more active participants in their own education....
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THE OBSERVATION INSTRUMENT

The Setting Behavior Inventoi-y (SBI) and Verbal

Behavior Observation Instrument (VBOI) have produced

descriptive data that appear to differentiate 'the more

formal and nonformal aspects of the SFIT program, and

to suggest important interrelationships among the setting

variables and student's' performance. The SBI and VBOI

can be modified and condensed. -4C4Anges in the specific

categories of observation are recommended in the Final

Report. What follows is a brief commentary on the

observation procedure.

The evaluation unit has concluded that it must turn

to a more conVentional event sampling technique, rather

thkh Uollowing individual students for lengths of time

that resulein interdependent observations. ,The investi-

;gators' unfamiliarity with the hospital placements

particularly led to the perception of a need in the year

past to-follow an individual, subject through the entire

course of a morning in a placement, anticipating that

activity might be very different between different

phases of the morning. In the main, this turned out not

to be the case. If`there was a slowdown of activity

in some placement settings toward the end of the morning,
A

this would be represented just as well in randomly

r

distributed samples of briefer time spans as in the longer

observations. What was not observed was a developmental

sequence of time phases that might be violated by briefer

observations. Routines tended to recur throughout the

r`.



duration of a project or placement session, the major

exception being when a project group moved 4,from one

location-to another, say frbm inside to outside.

Of.course, the more experienti settings

especially can show continual change in their, properties

at certain leVels of'description, as, for example, indivi-

duals enter and leave a setting. The proposed strategy

reflects some progress with, but not^a complete solution

of, this problem.

It is-recommended that the next observations

focus on 'a given Subjedt for a 15 minute interval, then

shift to another subject in another settin_for 15

minutes, then to a third for 15 minutes, and so on:

Between eight and twelve observationS would be Collected

.by a single -observer over the course of a day, presuming

that the different settings to be observed in were, as-at
ik

Mount Sinai, in close enough proximity to allow this

shifting. The data collected during a given 15 minute

interval would be treated as a single observion, i.e.,

behavior counts would be Summarize judgments.(is to

highest level of functioningCwould be made just once, etc.

During the first five minutes of all observation

the observer would note the relatively fixed features of

tie setting: data, time, concern, location, things and

data sources in use, people in the setting, and inter-,

action format. During the middle five minutes, verbal

interaction' among the participants would be recorded.,

and characterized. The last five minutes would be used

- 50 -52
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to make summary judgments about the highest levels

of things, data, and people functioning observed from

the beginning of the observation, together with

judgmentS about the activity levels of the different

participants in relation to the subject and how the

initiation of activity was shared.

If the observer's initial perceptions of the

relatively fixed features were modified after the first

five minutes, for example a staff member entered and

the interaction format was subsequently perceived to be

a Supervised task instead of an unsupervised task, changes

in the record could be made accordingly. The summary

judgments at the end would take this into account, for

example in recording staff's being active in relation

to the subject for less than the full time. If,.however,

a whole constellation of setting properties changed, for

example in a recitation ending...and seatwork beginning,

the observation to that point would be scratched and a

fresh obServation of the,same subject would Commence.

Just where to draw the line for these decisions between

changes within a setting and changes of a setting will

have to be worked out in the first trials of the revised

procedure. The 15 minute observation ir-Aerval considerably

reduces the likelihood of this, compated with the longer

intervals used this year.

Some variable's from the'instruMents would be retained

in their present form, some would be revised,.and softle

would be eliminated.

- 51
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The proposed changes represent an agenda for the

initial work of a team that carries on thd work of the

present evaluation unit. The instrument that would

emerge from this has considerable promise for the

study of 'contrasting educational settings, formal

and nonformal, academic and experiential, or school and

work, as these might variously be identified.

a
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